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Sting: ‘We’re in a
very dangerous
political climate’

B
ritish singer Sting is back at the age of
70 with a hopeful new album, though
he admits he sees a lot to worry him in

the world right now.  “I think we’re in a very
dangerous political climate at the moment
where the working class have felt aban-
doned by what they call the elite,” he told
AFP on a recent trip to Paris.  “It has left
them vulnerable to demagogues, to right-
wing nonsense, fakes, snake oil salesmen.”
For the famously mild-mannered rock star,
real name Gordon Sumner, the attacks on
his liberal way of life have been piling up in
recent years-especially in Britain. 

“For me, Brexit is a personal tragedy. I’m
sad for my country. We knew it was going to
be a disaster and we have to accept this, but
I’m not happy,” he said.  “Young British peo-
ple have been robbed of the opportunity to
experience Europe. It’s insane.” He is also
baffled by vaccine skepticism-putting him at
odds with some other veteran rockers like
Van Morrison and Eric Clapton who have
opposed vaccine mandates at their concerts.
Sting puts it politely: “I don’t really under-
stand the, uh, the science of the objection.

“I had no hesitation in taking the vaccine.
I’m old enough to remember kids in my street
with polio who were crippled, and that dis-
ease was eradicated overnight with the vac-
cine,” he continued. “I would like people to
come to my shows to be vaccinated. I’m not
going to enforce it, but that’s my desire.”

The other side 
His new album “The Bridge” is out Friday

and is about finding a way forward from this
quagmire. “All these people I’m writing about
are in transition between relationships,
between life and death, between being sick,
being healthy. “We’re all looking for this
bridge to somewhere different, somewhere
more comfortable. How do we get to the oth-
er side? I don’t know. I don’t think anyone
knows, but we’re looking for it.” With 15 solo
albums and 17 Grammy Awards to his
name-as well as a guaranteed place in the
rock pantheon as founder of 1980s legends
The Police-Sting has little left to prove.  But
past traumas still reverberate. 

New song “Loving You” appears to recall
his mother’s infidelity that helped estrange
him from his parents (he admitted skipping
both their funerals in his autobiography
“Broken Music”).  That did not stop him fol-
lowing a similar path-he had a decade-long
affair with his current wife before finally get-
ting a divorce from his first in 1992.  It all
feeds his songwriting.

“I always avoid writing love songs that
say, ‘I love you and you love me’. It’s a
closed circle. Whereas ‘I love you, but you
love somebody else’-that’s an interesting
scenario for a writer,” he said. “As a man of
my age, I’ve experienced the entire spec-
trum of emotions from the greatest joy to
the greatest misery. So when I write about
love, I feel I can be authentic.” Sting has six
children from his two marriages and most
are following in his artistic footsteps. Two
are actors, two are musicians and one is a
filmmaker. 

The youngest, however, wants to be a
cop-and that has nothing to do with his
father’s early band.  “He says ‘You’re all cre-
ative-I want to do something useful!’” Sting
said with a smile.

Warm rapport 
“The Bridge” was recorded during

Europe’s lockdowns, with musicians scat-
tered around different locations and Sting in
his English mansion.  He didn’t find that too
unusual. “It’s not such a novelty to record
remotely. Often the drummer can be in Los
Angeles, I could be here in Paris, somebody
else in Italy... and the technology has existed
to do this remotely for many years. “The
secret is to make that situation intimate, to
have a warm rapport that you can hear.”
Now he’s back on the road, trying to make
up all the dates that were cancelled by the
pandemic.   “I have to fulfill all my commit-
ments. That may take me 18 months,” he
said.  “But that’s my life. I’ve been on the
road since 1976!”— AFP

A picture shows a view of the old city of Mardin, southeastern Turkey. — AFP photos

In this file photo British singer Sting performs dur-
ing the Nobel Peace Prize concert in Oslo.—AFP 

A municipal employee guiding a mule collects garbage bags in a stairway in Mardin.

T
he sun peeks over the horizon of
the medieval Turkish city of
Mardin as a herd of cream-

coloured donkeys begins its day job
collecting rubbish before relaxing to
classical music in the evenings.
Guided by city workers, the animals
carry waste bags, winding through the
narrow alleys of the city, built on a cliff
overlooking what was once
Mesopotamia, 60 kilometers (37
miles) from Syria. “We have been
using them to clean the city for cen-
turies. They are the only ones who
can access these narrow streets,”
says Kadri Toparli who works for the
Mardin old town cleaning team.

“Otherwise, it would be impossible
to do this work.” With names like
Gaddar (Cruel), Cefo (Indulgent) and
Bozo (Pale), reflecting their personali-
ties and features, the forty or so don-
keys “have the status of municipal
employees,” Toparli explains. “They
work like us, eight hours a day, with a
break after four hours in the middle of
the day.” In the evenings, as they wind
down from a long day that involves
climbing at least 150 steps, the don-
keys relax to music while vets care for
them in their stables. “We take care of
them. Every evening, we play classical
music or traditional melodies for two

hours,” Toparli says. “We see that they
are happier when we play a piece of
Beethoven,” he quips.

Animal rights 
At the start of the 20th century,

when Mardin had just 20,000 people,
the donkeys would carry the ashes
produced from wood and coal heaters.
Today, the old town alone has 60,000
residents, generating nearly 10 tons of
waste every day. “We have mini-vehi-
cles which we call ‘garbage taxis’. We

use them as well, but they are not as
efficient,” says Abdulkadir Tutasi, the
mayor of the old town.

Efforts to phase out the reliance on
donkeys fits in with the growing sensi-
tivity shown to animal welfare in
Turkish society in recent years. In
January 2020, Istanbul banned horse-
drawn carriages from the Princes’
Islands, a rustic archipelago at the
entrance to the Bosphorus popular
with weekend visitors.

The carriages, once emblematic of

the nine hilly islands, were replaced
with electric vehicles. To ward off
potential criticism, Mardin’s old town
officials say they are working with ani-
mal rights organizations to monitor the
donkeys’ working conditions.

Happy retirement 
Toparli goes to great lengths to

treat his donkeys with care and
respect. “They are very intelligent ani-
mals. They know their zone by heart,”
he says. “Often, we don’t need to
guide them back to their stables.”
Recruited at the age of six, the don-
keys are retired with great fanfare
when they reach the age of 14 or 15.
There is an official ceremony, with a
plate of watermelon offered to the
pension-age donkey instead of a
cake, which is seen as too unhealthy.
They spend their golden years in a
local animal shelter, enjoying a well-
deserved rest. According to the may-
or, Mardin has served as a model for
European cities, particularly those in
France and Italy, which have used
donkeys for municipal services in
areas difficult to reach by car.  “Plus
it’s ecological,” Tutasi says. “The don-
keys don’t pollute.”— AFP

A municipal employee rides a donkey employed to collect garbage.

Municipal employees prepare a donkey employed to collect garbage in the old city of
Mardin.

A municipal employee guiding a mule collects garbage bags in a stairway in Mardin.

A municipal employee guiding a donkey collects garbage.

An employee takes care of mules employed for garbage
collection.


